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Abstract: In this study, the Near Solidus Forming (NSF) process, which falls under the umbrella of
semi-solid processes, was utilized to coforge an AISI 316 tube and an AISI 3415 rod into an as-forged
valve geometry. The billet used for the process was kept as large as possible to increase the contact
surface area between the two materials. The process was carried out at 1360 ◦C in a single stroke,
almost completely filling the geometry. No joining was observed in areas where low strains were
expected, but in regions with medium to high strains, cross-diffusion of 2–7 µm was observed. The
presence of small oxide particles was also observed in the joint due to the bimetallic billet shape.

Keywords: stainless steel; NSF; diffusion; joining; biomaterial; semi-solid; coforging

1. Introduction

Semi-solid-state processes originated from the discovery of thixotropy in metals when
liquid and solid phases coexist [1]. With the application of shear stresses, the material
undergoes a drastic reduction in strength, facilitating its ability to be molded. However,
if the material is left at rest for a period of time after exerting these forces, it returns to its
initial conditions [2]. Thanks to this phenomenon, various manufacturing processes were
developed to take advantage of this material behavior, achieving components with better
mechanical properties than those obtained by high-pressure die casting (for example) while
maintaining similar tonnage levels [3].

However, this phenomenon is only real at low solid fractions (<50–60% depending
on the alloy and microstructure). At high solid fractions (>60%), the material still shows
a reduction in the necessary stresses for deformation, but the liquid is no longer able to
completely fill the areas where the solid has left space, creating intergranular cracks [4,5].
Under these conditions, the material exhibits granular behavior, where the grains undergo
decohesion and tend to form deformation bands that are either filled with liquid or re-
main as cracked areas [6,7]. Performing the process under these conditions allows for
better mechanical properties that are closer to forging processes than more typical casting
processes [8].

Under this context, various authors have used semi-solid-state processes to manufac-
ture bimetallic components of similar [9,10] and dissimilar alloys [11–13]. In most cases,
one of the materials was in solid conditions while the other was heated to semi-solid
conditions. The material that remained at solid conditions could be heated [10,13] or left at
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room temperature [9,12]. For example, in the case of Liu et al. [13], a 1Cr18Ni9Ti stainless
steel was hybridized with the aluminum alloy AlSi7Mg. In this work, both materials were
heated to the working temperature defined by the aluminum. It was observed that the
best conditions were at the temperatures at which the aluminum had a solid fraction of
30%, conditions in which the best shear properties were recorded. Other authors have also
reached the same conclusion [10,14], so it seems that, in the case of aluminum, that 30%
fraction is the ideal condition from a point of view of shear mechanical properties thanks to
the diffusion of elements during the process between both materials.

Other authors such as Echániz [12] and Kopp et al. [9] used the base material at
room temperature conditions. In these cases, hybridization did not generate any diffusion,
nor did it generate intermetallics or oxides between the materials. In these cases, the
mechanical properties are given by the mechanical bond between both materials thanks to
the fabricated geometry. For example, Kopp et al. [9] used screws that were coated with
semi-solid material. Thus, the screw teeth themselves support the stresses, without the
need to generate any diffusion of elements. Echániz [12] used a semi-solid aluminum that
was injected onto a square steel profile that, during the process, deformed and generated
that mechanical bond between both materials.

However, under these conditions, the properties achieved are more similar to those of
casting than forging. As previously mentioned, the higher the solid fraction, the better the
mechanical properties. This is where the Near Solidus Forming (NSF) process comes into
play. The NSF process is a closed-volume forging technique where the material is heated to
temperatures near the solidus. This technology represents an advancement derived from
semi-solid-state manufacturing techniques, particularly when operating at elevated solid
fractions. It maintains identical material behavior while operating in a fully solid state,
thereby facilitating the production of complex geometries akin to those achievable through
hot forging. The required force is reduced by approximately 8 fold (from a 3500 t press
to a 400 t press), the forging steps by 4 fold (from 3 forging strokes plus trimming to a
single deformation step in NSF), and the required material by 20% due to the elimination
of flash. All of this is achieved while maintaining the as-forged mechanical properties of
the components [15].

However, in addition to these benefits, there are many other advantages that can be
obtained with this process due to the behavior of the material under these conditions [16].
One of these benefits, which has recently been evaluated, is the ability of the process to
co-forge dissimilar materials to produce a complex component. Slater et al. [17] have
demonstrated how the NSF process can successfully co-forge AISI 304 stainless steel and
42CrMo4 medium carbon steel to produce a complex geometry with two materials joined
by chemical diffusion. They found that a cross-diffusion of elements such as Fe, Cr, and Ni
of around 3 µm was observed.

When compared to other solid-state joining processes such as Friction Welding, Fric-
tion Stir Welding, or diffusion bonding [18], which are generally limited to simple geome-
tries and where cross-diffusions of around 1–2 µm are found with similar alloys [19], the
NSF process shows a great capacity for joining, which needs to be further analyzed and
understood before moving on to a real case study. To achieve this, this research will focus
on studying the joining capacity of other important steels such as AISI 316 and AISI 3415.

The combination of these two alloys could be interesting in applications where the
main requirement of the component is to have excellent corrosion resistance. In such
applications, the working area is the surface, and the core is only important to withstand
the loads. Thus, the coforging of AISI 316 as an outer surface material and AISI 3415
as a core material combines the great corrosion resistance of the former with the good
mechanical properties and reduced cost of the latter. This way, components with the same
corrosion properties and, in some cases, better mechanical properties can be achieved at a
lower cost by using a cheaper steel with similar or greater mechanical resistance.

To determine the capabilities of this proposal, a preliminary study on the coforging of
these two alloys via NSF has been conducted using a valve geometry. Different zones of
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the component have been microstructurally analyzed and related to the estimated process
conditions according to the performed simulation. As a result, significant cross-diffusion
has been identified in different zones, and an initial relationship between temperature,
strain, time, and billet shape with the joint quality is given.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The materials utilized in this study are AISI 316 stainless steel and AISI 3415 low
alloyed steel. The former is an austenitic stainless steel commonly utilized in applications
where the components must endure corrosive environments. As for AISI 3415, it is a
low-carbon steel with a low proportion of alloying elements, making the material relatively
inexpensive while still having good mechanical properties. As a result, in applications
where corrosion resistance is sought, the combination of these two materials could be
ideal for reducing component costs while maintaining or even improving mechanical
requirements. The chemical composition of each alloy is presented in the following tables
(Tables 1 and 2):

Table 1. Typical chemical composition of AISI 316.

C Mn Si Cr Ni Mo S P

0–0.08 2 0.75 16–18 10–14 2–3 0–0.02 0–0.05

Table 2. Typical chemical composition of AISI 3415.

C Mn Si Cr Ni S P

0.12–0.18 0.3–0.6 0.1–0.35 0.6–0.9 3–3.5 0–0.05 0–0.05

According to the literature [20], the solidus temperature of the AISI 316 alloy is
approximately 1420 ◦C. No information regarding the solidus temperature of the AISI 3415
alloy was found by the authors. Consequently, a thermodynamic analysis was performed
using FactSage software (version 8.2, GTT technologies, Herzogenrath, Germany) (Figure 1)
and the mean values of Table 2, resulting in an estimated solidus temperature of around
1450 ◦C.
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This information is crucial for determining the optimal temperature conditions for
the Near Solidus Forming (NSF) process involving both materials. It is important to note
that in this process, both materials are simultaneously heated, with the outer material
(AISI 316) being in the form of a tube that encloses a rod made of the inner material (AISI
3415) (Figure 2). The billet’s edges have been manually deformed to prevent displacement
between the rod and tube during billet manipulation. Considering that NSF temperatures
are typically set at around 95% of the solidus temperature, the selected working temperature
for this study will be 1360 ◦C.
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Figure 2. Bimetal billet consisting of an EN36 rod of 26 mm diameter and 190 mm long and an AISI
316 tube of an inner diameter of 26 mm, an outer diameter of 30 mm and 190 mm long. Note that all
the dimensions in this figure are in mm.

This billet geometry has been selected for various reasons. The dimensions of the
tube and rod allow for a 0.5 mm gap, aiming to investigate whether the presence of air
between the two materials could lead to impurity formation in the joint. The length of
the rod is 190 mm, which corresponds to the maximum length that the tooling allows
for insertion. This configuration maximizes the contact surface between the rod and tube
during deformation, compared to billets with larger diameters.

2.2. Geometry

The chosen geometry for this research is an as-forged valve shape with specific mod-
ifications (Figure 3). Firstly, additional cavities have been incorporated into the top and
right arms to facilitate the escape of lubricant particles. Secondly, a cone shape has been
introduced in the upper part of the geometry to accommodate the use of the actual punch of
the NSF Cell. As a result of these modifications, the component weighs approximately 1 kg.
Although the volume of the billet (Figure 2) is not as large as the cavity of the geometry,
resulting in incomplete filling of the component, from a research standpoint, it is more
advantageous to maintain the gap and maximize the surface contact between the tube and
the rod, as mentioned previously.
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2.3. NSF Process

The NSF process is conducted in MGEP’s NSF cell, which comprises a FAGOR 400 t
AC Servo-mechanical press (Fagor Arrasate, Arrasate-Mondragon, Spain) [21], a Hobersal
9-CRN5X-18 muffle furnace (Fons Hobersal, Barcelona, Spain) with a maximum working
temperature of 1700 ◦C, and a custom-designed NSF tooling to ensure closure of the dies
during the deformation process facilitated by the upper punch (Figure 4) [15].
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Figure 4. Self-designed NSF tooling for high melting point alloys.

The main difference between the setup designed for this research and the conventional
NSF procedure is that, in the present case, the lower die consists of two mechanically closed
semi-molds (Figure 5). This enables the fabrication of more complex geometries as we
have three dies and the punch simultaneously engaged in the deformation process. Apart
from manually opening these two semi-molds to extract the component, the remaining
manufacturing steps are identical. It is worth noting that the dies are uniformly heated to
270 ◦C to minimize material cooling during the process.
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Taking all of this into account, the steps involved in the NSF manufacturing process
are as follows:

I. Heating the billet in the furnace for 20 min to ensure uniform temperature distribu-
tion within the material. An argon flow of 0.5 L/min is used to prevent excessive
formation of surface oxide layer.

II. While the billet is being heated, the dies are cleaned a Nond coated with CeraSpray®

to reduce the rate of heat transfer between the material and the dies, as well as to
act as a lubricant [22,23].
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III. Once the coating is applied and the two semi-molds are placed in the bottom die
holder, the tooling is closed, bringing the upper and lower dies into contact, and
clamped securely using hydraulic cylinders.

IV. After the tooling is closed and clamped, and the heating time is completed, the
billet is manually removed from the oven and inserted into the tooling through the
prepared hole for the punch.

V. Once the billet is in place, the press moves from the Top Dead Center (TDC) to the
Bottom Dead Center (BDC) and returns to the TDC position.

When the press reaches TDC again, the clamping system is retracted, and the dies are
separated to extract the component. At this point, the process can be repeated starting from
step I.

2.4. Process Simulation

Based on the given inputs, a preliminary simulation will be conducted using FORGE®

software (version NxT 3.2, Transvalor, Biot, France) to determine the generated strains
and/or pressures during the process. To simplify the simulation, a single rod with a
diameter of 30 mm and a length of 190 mm made of AISI3415 (14NiCr14 from the FORGE®

database) will be assumed. The billet geometry will be placed within the 3-die and punch
system. The punch will replicate the movement of the press. The objective is to analyze
the results obtained from the software and identify approximated areas of interest for
subsequent metallographic analysis.

2.5. Microstructural Analysis

Once the component is manufactured and the simulation analysis is completed, sam-
ples will be extracted from the most significant areas of interest for microstructural evalua-
tion. The samples will undergo preparation processes, including grinding and polishing,
to facilitate examination of the joint quality using a FEI Nova Nano SEM 450 scanning
electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) (SEM). The SEM is equipped with an Oxford
X-max 50 X-ray detector (Oxford Indtruments, Abingdon, UK) (EDX) to qualitatively assess
the presence and distribution of various alloying elements within the analyzed region.

2.6. Diffusion Simulation

The simulation system will be set up using the Dictra MOBFe5 database, with the
length of the previously analyzed microstructure as input. For this simulation, a mean
value of the chemical elements shown in Tables 1 and 2 and the cooling rates estimated
from the previous process simulation will be utilized as input for the diffusion simulation.
Subsequently, a simplified 1D single-phase model will be employed until a temperature of
850 ◦C, as both alloys retain their austenitic phase up to this temperature.

3. Results
3.1. NSF Process

Once the working temperature is determined, the NSF process is conducted following
the defined methodology steps. Figure 6 displays a cross-section of the manufactured com-
ponent. The maximum load recorded during the manufacturing process of this component
was 250 tons.

As shown in Figure 6, there are several areas (highlighted) where the joining process
appears to be incomplete. The folds observed in the middle and right sections of Figure 6
are likely a result of billet bending during deformation, possibly due to the high length-
to-diameter ratio. In the upper-left zone, the lack of joining may be attributed to the
specific processing conditions in that region. The upcoming simulation and microstructural
analyses will provide further insights to confirm or better understand the underlying causes.
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3.2. Process Simulation

In the accompanying Figure 7, the deformation progression of the material during
the NSF process is illustrated. The simulation successfully predicts the formation of the
observed fold in the manufactured component. Initially, as the billet is filled, the rod begins
to bend (Figure 7a). Subsequently, as the punch descends, this bending results in the
formation of a fold (Figure 7b), which gradually closes and moves downward as the punch
continues its motion (Figure 7c). Due to remeshing in the FORGE® software (version NxT
3.2), the fold becomes less discernible towards the end of the deformation (Figure 7d), but
its creation is evident from the preceding steps.
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Regarding the filling behavior itself, the actual component (Figure 6) demonstrates
better filling in the lower arm compared to the simulation, where filling towards the side
arms is more prominent (Figure 7d). It is important to note that this simulation employs
a material file tested only up to 1250 ◦C, indicating that the process calculations rely on
extrapolated data, and the boundary conditions may approximate reality, which could
account for the filling discrepancy. Additionally, it should be acknowledged that the
simulation assumes a fully solid rod, whereas the actual billet is bimetallic. Consequently,
the differences in filling may also be influenced by the composition of the billet.

Nevertheless, it is crucial to emphasize that this simulation aimed to identify areas
of interest for microstructural analysis rather than replicating the manufacturing process
precisely. As demonstrated in Figure 7e, a diverse range of strains is generated in various
regions of the component. Some of the most intriguing regions, which will be subjected to
microstructural analysis, have been numbered and are defined as follows:

I. Zone 1 corresponds to the region where the fold has been observed in the manufac-
tured component. Additionally, this area experiences constant pressure, despite
the anticipated moderate strains, as the material is compelled to move towards the
arms.

II. Zone 2 encompasses the area where higher strains are anticipated. The material
undergoes significant shearing due to a change in deformation direction exceeding
90◦.

III. Zone 3 represents the material that advances forward with minimal deformation.
IV. Zone 4 pertains to the region where the tube may remain stationary while the rod

continues to fill the lower arm. The expected strains are low, and some material
displacement between the tube and the rod is anticipated.

3.3. Microstructural Evaluation

In the following figure, the ground and polished samples of the four designated
regions are displayed. From these samples, it is already evident that the areas with low
strains (Zones 3 and 4) have not achieved a satisfactory joining. Likewise, the folded
region highlighted in Zone 1 does not appear to have properly reconnected with AISI 316.
However, the areas in contact with AISI 3415 exhibit a good joining. Similarly, the upper
part of Zone 2, which experienced the highest strains, also appears to have achieved a
proper joining.

Hence, these two regions have been subjected to a comprehensive compositional
analysis using SEM to validate the quality of the joints (Figure 8). In this analysis, the
two materials can be clearly distinguished, indicating a satisfactory joining. However,
numerous oxide particles are observed along the joining surface, likely formed due to the
presence of air between the two samples during heating (refer to Figure 2). Regarding the
joint quality, the measured cross-diffusion for Zone 1 is approximately 6–7 µm (Figure 9),
while for Zone 2, it is around 2 µm (Figure 10).

3.4. Diffusion Simulation

The diffusion simulations of Cr in Zones 1 and 2 are presented in Figures 11 and 12,
respectively. It can be observed that the predicted diffusion profile of Cr in Zone 2 aligns
well with the measured diffusion results. However, there is a slight disparity between the
estimated diffusion profile of Cr in Zone 1 and the measured results. This discrepancy could
potentially be attributed to the cooling rate pattern implemented in Dictra specifically for
this zone. It is possible that the simulated cooling rate is faster than the actual rate, which
could account for the difference in the diffusion slope. Nevertheless, despite the variation
in the mean values of Cr content used in the simulation compared to the measured values,
the simulated diffusion results closely replicate the diffusion distance. Thus, this validated
simulation setup has been employed to estimate the diffusion of C in these alloys. Figure 13
illustrates the estimated C diffusion for Zones 1 and 2, which amounts to approximately 6
µm and 2–3 µm, respectively.
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4. Discussion

According to the results, several interesting outcomes have been identified. Firstly,
the generation of oxide particles in the joint seems to be due to the diameter difference
between the tube (inner) and the rod, which allows air to enter and oxidize the surface at
high temperatures. To prevent this, a higher flow rate of argon should be used, or the gap
should be minimized to reduce the amount of air between the two materials.

Regarding joint quality, there are several aspects to highlight. In areas where the strain
was low (around or below strains of 1, Zones 3 and 4), the conditions for the two materials
to join were not generated. In other areas where this strain level was surpassed (strains
above 1.5–2, Zones 1 and 2), chemical diffusion occurred. However, the diffusion depth
differed greatly between Zone 1 and Zone 2. Zone 1, where the generated strain is around
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2, the measured diffusion was 6–7 µm. In contrast, in Zone 2, where the generated strain
was higher than 5, the measured diffusion was 2 µm.

These results suggest that even if some strain is required to ensure minimal contact
between the two materials, the time of exposure at elevated temperature is the governing
parameter for increasing diffusion. In Zone 1, the material experiences pressurized contact
almost from the initial stages, and it retains elevated temperatures for a longer duration
compared to Zone 2. This is due to its location in the middle of the component, where heat
dissipation occurs at a slower rate. This suggests that to ensure good chemical bonding, the
material could be maintained under pressure for a certain period just after the process is
finished to increase the pressurized contact time at elevated temperatures and, consequently,
promote larger diffusions. This also agrees with the results observed in [16], where, even if
it was a single material, the generated folds joined back again at the end of the NSF process.
This could also suggest that the observed folds with these two materials could be closed if
the entire cavity is filled. However, due to the preliminary nature of this research, these
suggestions should be taken as indicative definitions of possible working aspects as further
research is required to confirm the proposed solutions.

In reference to the diffusion simulation, the obtained results align with the measured
data. By utilizing the same setup, the simulation predicts a cross-diffusion of approximately
6 µm in Zone 1 and 2–3 µm in Zone 2 for carbon, exhibiting a similar behavior to chromium.
These findings indicate significant chemical diffusion of carbon, further highlighting the
exceptional potential of NSF in creating robust joints and fabricating intricate geometries
that surpass those achievable through the conventional Diffusion Bonding or Friction Stir
Welding methods.

5. Conclusions

The main conclusions of this work, which involved using an AISI 3415 rod placed into
an AISI 316 tube with a 0.5 mm gap between them to manufacture a valve geometry via
the NSF process, are as follows:

• Chemical diffusions ranging from 2 to 7 µm have been simulated and observed in
different zones. The reason for the difference between zones is still unclear, although
it appears that generated strain, pressures, and contact time at elevated temperatures
have a significant influence.

• Oxide particles have been observed along the joined surface, likely due to the presence
of an air gap between the tube and rod. Minimizing this gap is necessary to ensure
optimal joints.

• Various folds have been detected as a result of sample bending. To mitigate this, billets
with larger diameter and shorter length should be used.
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